Founders **Yvonne Force** and **Doreen Remen** have cultivated their ambitious vision of extraordinary arts projects into reality and gathered the elite to celebrate all the innovative public productions they have created since their beginning.

Included in their projects were ART ADOS, TAXI TOPS using 3 major art figures, Shirin Neshat, Alex Katz and Yoko Ono, to transform the tops of NYC taxis into contemporary art which was a smashing success viewed by over 5 million people.

Also **Gossip Girl**, the hit television teenagedrama collaborated with APP to create the ultrachic **Van de Woudsen loft** using 25 leased artworks, and The Cooper Square Hotel's Art Wall Project, to name a few.

APP plans to continue educating the public in innovative ways about contemporary art and will announce their next phase this June.
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